This paper describes a manufacturing-oriented simulation software to suppl manufacturing systems planning and its operational control.
INTRODUCTION
Generally, implementing a simulation using general simulation Ianguages, such as GPSS (Henriksen and Crain ( 1983) ), SIMAN (Pegden ( 1985) ), SIMSCRIFT( CACI Inc. ( 1983) ) and others (Clementson ( 1985) ), requires a special skill of simulation modeling.
Manufacturing system cart be represented as a network which posses prmesses, transporters, and other resources.
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These manufacturing objects must be translated to simulation objects such as servers, queues, and transactions in a simulation model. In addition to that, manufacturing simulation models must represent not only physical material flow, but also control information flow, such as production-order or part scheduh ng.
Accordingly, substantial time and effort is often required to implement the simulation models by using these simulation languages.
Reeently, many manufacturing enterprises challenge to introduce Computer Integrated Manufacturing System (CIMS) for the purpose of a short-term decision making environment (IBM Corp.( 1989 ), Scheer ( 1988 ).
Simulation can be also a powerful support tool to implement a hierarchical computer aided production management (CAPM) system in CIMS environment. In this ease, we face a difficult probiem how to integrate simulation into the total production management system.
First, this paper proposes a novel manufacturingoriented simulator The advantages of the simulator are an easy-to-learn modeling language and i E intrcdttction of production-order methods into simulation models. These facilities enable production engineers to Implement complicated simulation models in a short time.
Additionally, the simulation models can represent factory logistics models: such as MRP (Orlicky ( 1975) ), KANBAN(Kimura and Terada (1981 ) , Kim ( 1985) (Orlicky( 1975) ).
In PULL systems, on the other hand, the buffer between pre-and post-processors plays an important roles as an indicator that issue production orders (pull signals)
to pre-processors. Thus, a PULL system can be characterized as a "buffer-driven" system. For general simulation language, a flexible modeling of PUSH/PULL logic is rather a difficult task for programmed and production engineers.
The main difficulty lies in the operation for synchronizing pre-processors with post-processors by means of information boards (KANBANs). The PULL system described here is a dual-card KANBAN system, which is equivalent to Toyota's famous JIT production system (Monden (1983) ). One of the basic characteristics of the proposed approach is its ability to incorporate production-order methcds by flexible usages. User defines PUSH, PULL, hybrid PUSH/PULL logic, and more complex logistics system by using modeling descriptors.
The following phases describe these definitions, and the implementation methods of these logistics models by using modeling descriptors.
*PUSH system model.
The PUSH system is a schedule-driven system, as mentioned previousi y. In PUSH system, each process is controlled by the production directions (Master Production Schedule). In the proposed system, these directions are represented as a job sequence of CELL or a schedule list of SOURCE/SINK. Each process works independentI y of the others according y to its own job sequence or schedule list. And the type of transportation between processes is required to define PUSH-type.
Consequently, the transportation works only as a mean of transporting modeling object ( Figure. 3).
*PULL system model.
There are several implementations of the PULL system (Monden( 1983) ). The PULL system described here is the dual-card KANBAN system, as mentioned previously. To simulate the dual-card KANBAN system, the following points should be represented in the simulation model:
(1) The timing with which the post-process invokes the pre-process
(2) The request order of post-process to pre-process (3) The action of pre-process when it receives the request order from post-process.
The proposed system defines these items as follows.
(1) is defined as the buffer criterion in post-process (CELL or SINK). (2) 
SIMAN provides a simulation control block, which is described independently on system configuration models (Pcgden( 1985) ). This method makes the model structure to be clear, and reduces workload to repeat simulations with the diflerent control parameters. The control parameters are deseribed in a condition frame. The detzuls of description are as follows:
(1) Execution time of simulation When a simulation begins, the simulator generates a list of object-frames. Each object-frame represents a object, which causes events: machine, cart, operators, and others.
The simulator also owns a stack: the Event-stack, which stores the object-frames which cause simultaneous stateevents.
The proposed algorithm is the object-frames based event search algorithm by using simultaneous state-event rules. The procedures is shown as follows.
1. Sets Current Time on Initial Time.
2. Thus, performs a search for object-frame pointers in orde~Finds all events which occur at the Current Time.
Updates the Current Time at that time, if necessary.
They are the accidental simultaneous state-events.
Pushes them into Event-stack. 
OUTPUT REPORT GENERATOR
The proposed simulation is based on Monte-Carlo method using random numbers generated by computer, Accordingly, the simulation output data require a statistical analysis for the system performance to be evaluated. The proposed system depends on the independent replication method, which is applicable to both terminated simulation and steady-state simulation (Law and Kelton ( 1982) ). The former is suitable for predicting the behavior resulting from a specific production strategy, whereas the latter is suitable for understanding performance evaluation data under stable 
CONCLUSIONS
The author has proposed a novel manufacturing-oriented simulator. This simulator is currently available as a software product of IBM Japan Ltd. The advantages of the simulator are an easy-to-learn modeling language and its introduction of production-order methods into simulation models. Further, the simulator owns an original event search algorithm using the simultaneous state-events rules. These facilities has shown its high performance on both implementation of a modeling and its execution through an application to a actuaf manufacturing system.
Further, the author has proposed an advanced simulation system, which includes a graphics postprocessor and schedule evaluator. The current version is on primitive stage. This system, which is installed in a factory of an IBM user, is currently being modified to be available on workstation environment.
"Virtual Plant System" is a framework that integrates a planning/scheduling system (MPS/MRP), a factory monitoring system, and the advanced simulation system. This is an intelligent simulation-based decision support system in CIM environment.
To realize the above concept, both a fast simulation and a distributed simulation environment by using multiple \vorkstations will be required. The author believes that the proposed simulation system will be useful to realize such environment.
